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California State University, San Bernardino

Campus Communication or
Visual Pollution ?
By Lynne Fischer and Mary
Ellen Abllez
Chronicle Staff Writers

Someone tells you about a club
meeting or dunpus event that you
feel would be wonderful to attend
but you've missed it, the event was
yesterday. Why,youwonderdidn't
you see a flyer or anything about
this event earlier?
The Halloween pumpkin carv
ing contest, complete with free
food, prizes, drinks, candy and
pumkins, lacked only one thingparticipants. Amber Mckeehn, stu
dent, said " More people went for
flu and measles shots today than
for candy, I can't understand it."
Paul Coachbuilder, student and
Delta Sigma
notes the poor
tutendance for the Leadership De

velopment series, which he found relationship betw^n low atten
to be valuable fcv thestudent expe dance at events on campus and the
rience. "Ifwe weren't such a com possibility of an adhoc "visual pol
muter campus, and publicity was lution" policy restricting publicity
better, events would be better at uncovered a deeper issue. The
tended." He believes that if the virus that remains well hidden be
dorms were fuller and frat houses hind the symptoms above is a camwere allowed on campus, partici {xis wide identity crisis. As stu
pation and campus pride would be dents, faculty and administrators
evident
we have all "caught" this virus to
Recently, the Howie Mandel varying degrees.
event was a rousing success, fol
Calls to leaders of student orga
lowing a flood of posters and paid nizations revealed that most stu
advertisements in the local paper. dents are well aware of the trend
Is the only difference between a toward non-involvement and the
well-attended event and a missed campus' lackoftraditionand spirit.
event the amount of money spent Most student easily identiried
CXI advertising, or is it unspoken CSUSB as "the commuter cam
policies of keeping it a "quiet cam pus". How did thispassive climate
pus" by limiting the size and scope come to be our distinction? This
of advertising allowedto students? commuteridendty whethCTconFor
What started as search for the
Please see Campus on page 6...
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Flyers, Scandal, Prop 209
The True Face of Diversity
at BSfflaB?

We believe these are things worth standing up to.

The fraudulent flyer.
during this recent election.
Though there was much public
Copy Editor
gressional candidate Judge Linda
Club Allocation Budget: This
ity
about Affirmative Action, the
By Shannon Stratton
As election day ^proached, the issue of Proposition 209, one stu
Wilde and Congressman George served ov^ 20 campus clubs which
ASI President
Brown drew a crowd of over 120 came to hearings held in mid-Oc- CSUSB campus came alive with dent group at Cal State chose to
special to the Chronicle
peq)le.
toba. A myriad of clubs were discussion and debate concerning tackle it head-on. The Progressive
candidates, propositions and indi Student Alliance ^lit a few weeks
represented at this all-day affair.
Much has been h^^ning in
Reserved Parking For Resi
vidual opinions. The cafe buzzed before Nov.5 informing other stu
ASI thisquarter, and thefollowing dents: The campus transportation
Please see ASI on paged... with chatter over Whitewater, tax dents, and faculty, about this ini
briefs are summaries of things that committee pass^ reserved pariccuts, the importance of voting and tiative.
have recently taken place, along ing for dorm residents, and a target
Affirmative Acticxi, a hot debate
Proposition 209 proposes to pro
with services that ASI provides date for institution of this policy is
hibit giving preferential treatment
students.
late November, 1996.
by any institution in thestate to any
individual or group based on race,
Campus Wide Committees:
Co-Sponsorship: ASI co-spon
sex, color, ethnicity or national
These are the main way that stu sors a wide variety of events on
cxigin.
dents' voices are heard within the campus. A few of the most recent
The members of PSA handed
University. There are still some include the Summer Entertainment
out buttons, bumper stickers and
q)enings available on these com Series, New Student Orientation,
flyers with summaries of Prq).209,
mittees, and if students are inter and Culture Fest.
as well as the groups own view of
ested they can contact ASI Vice
the initiative. They had also been
Resident John Futch at 880-5932.
Student Assistant Payday:
posting information concerning the
CSUSB Administration was ex
propositicm on kiosks and bulletin
Voter Registration Drive: With tremely helpful by passing apolicy
boards throughout campus.
die help of the College Democrats that will keep the student assistant
On Thursday, Oct. 17th, flyws
and other volunteers, over 300 payday on thetenth of each month.
appeared on our campus that
people were registered to vote. On This policy is a service to hundreds
seemed to be distributed by the
a similar note, the visits of Con of students employed on campus.
ASI officers: John Futch. Shannon Stratton and Pedro Garberoglio.
Please see Flyer on page 5...

ASI: Issues, Activities & Much More

By Renee M. Ingram
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Minimum Wage Increase: Fair or Unfair
By Steve Itzkowitz
The terms of the recent mini
mum wage increase IOT CSUSB
are as follows: 1) All Student
Assistants will make a minimum
of $4.75 as opposed to $4.42/ hour
before the bill was passed. 2)Those

student assistants who were mak
ing more than $4.75/ hour before
the bill passed, are subject tomak
ing the minimum wage if their
department deems that they don't
deserve their current wage above
the minimum or if they deem they
can't afford it. 3) And lastly, raises
are no longer guarante^ after

employment in a department for a
period exceeding one year. The
department will decide whether
that person is deserving of a pay
raise or if the department can af
ford to give a student assistant a
pay raise. Based on these teims,
students, quoted below, had the
following reactions:

Mic Ferraro
Biology-Chemistry

Jacqualynn Hearne
Biology

Joy McKinley
Art

"I think minimum wage had to
be increased because there are
people on welfare making more
than a minimum wage employee.
However, in tenns of administra
tion, they don't want the money to
trickle down to the 'little guys'
because's it's all political."

"I don't think it's right because
if you are earning a certain wage,
that person should be able to keep
that wage as long as they are not
causing the department to lose
money."

"I believe that the absolute rigbl;
thing to do was to increase mini-,
mum wage but if people in author-.
ity use it as an excuse, such as;
budget cut implications, to drop)
wages of employees who have been
with a department fcv along period
of time, than that's wrong."

Chris Malone
Communications

Kristen DeCicco
Communications

Debrah Padgett
Social Sciences

"This policy isn't fair because
it hurts people making more than
minimum wage because students
have a hard enough time keying
their heads above water."

"There is a general lack of fore
sight on the part of those making
lots of money for those struggling,
such as college students, to make
as much money as those people
who have made it in society."

"I d(Hi't think this new policy
is fair because if you are making
$4.82/hour, then that is the wage
you should be making. However,
I think students will conplain but
not much action will be taken
beyond that."

Chronicle Staff Writer
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Paw Prints
Alpha Kappa Psi
Celebrates 25th
Anniversary
The members of Alpha K^pa
Psi, the first co-ed fraternity on
ompus, would like to recognize
AemembersoftbeBetalotapledge
dass.Our 54th pledge class repre
sents the start of our second 25
years on campus. So, to Eric

Tschudy, Johannes Maassen, Brian
Fisher, Jennifer Saurage, Raquel
Benmergui, Rachel Kenan,
Suherman and Makara Vong; we
say good luck and carry on our
tr^tions proudly.

Kolb, Hyler Sing of
^Women's Work^'
Soi^o Lauralyn Kolb, along
with pianist and vocal coach Rose
mary Hyler, will perform
"Wwnen's Wcut' on Wednesday,
Nov. 6 at our campus.
The concert will include songs
by Fanny Mendelssohn-Hensel,
Poldowski,
Clara
Wieck
Schumann, Gwyneth Walker and
Amy Beach.
Kdb has performed throughout
ibeUiiited States, and her songs by
women composers have been
liaised for th^ vocal mastoy and
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historic revelations.
Hyler is the founder of the UC
Irvine Master Class Series, "The
Singer's Art" She has collabo
rated in recitals with Georgio Tozzi,
Mami Nixon and Florence Quivar.
HylCT also 'performed in the UCI
Chamber Music Series.
The concert begins at 8:15 p.m.
in the Creative Arts Building, Re
cital Hall. General admission is $6
and $4 for . students, faculty and
senior citizens. For more infonnation, call 8^0-5859.

CSUSB Expands
Business Courses

Fall Enrollment Exceeds Expectations
Final enrollment for fall quarter an official tally.
"The new student enrollment
at Cal State, San Bernardinostands
exceeded
our target of 3175,"Smith
at 12,175 students, reports Cheryl
comments.
Within the freshman
Smith, associate vice president for
enrollment services. That com class there are 119 African-Ameri
pares with 11,957 in the fall of cans, compared to 93 last fall, and
311 Hispanics, compared to 286 in
1995.
Of that population, 3,369 are the fallof 1995. One-hundred and
new students and 980 are fresh twenty-five new students are inter
man class. Smith says. Noting that national; nine of those are fresh
the data is being reported follow men, she adds.
For Califania State University
ing the last day to drcq> classes.
Smith states that reports are still budget purposes,the student popu
being reconciled and will reflect a lation "headcount" is converted to
few minor changes, but the enroll a full-time equivalent (FTE) fig
ment reported today essentially is ure, based upon the number of

course-units students are taking,
and that figure is up this year, also,
she says.
The university is reporting 9,489
FTE, which is 108 FTE above tiie
campus's target for the fall, Smith
says. The "headcount" also exce^ the university's projecticxis
by 154 students.
The upturn in fall 1996 enroll
ment madcs the second year that
student population has increased
since enrollment at the university
began to drop in 1992.

New Findings On Ice-Age Lakes
Once dotted with numerous bod
ies of water, California's Death
Valley had a lake that covered more
than 700 miles of southern Cali
fornia landscape, according to new
surveys conckicted by geogr^hy
professor Dr. Norman Meek, who
is a faculty membw at CSUSB.
Presenting bis research findings
October 31 at the annual meeting
of the Geological Society of
America in Denver, CO, Meek
cited that the largest, ice age lake
was 725-feetdeep and existedm(xe

than200,000 years ago. Previously
he has shown that the lakes that
inundated Death Valleyduring the
two most recent ice-ages wctc cmly
300-590 feet deep.
"The source of the water in Death
Valley could have included the
Sierra Nevada and numerous
mountain ranges in interior Cali
fornia and Nevada," Meek con
cluded. "Hie lakes existed be
cause tbeclimate was much cooler,
reducing evaporation from the
water bodies."

Meek's research also has dis
covered that the floor of Death
Valley in the vicinity of Monnon
Point is domed by several feet
This could be "caused by the ex
pansion of a thick layer of salt that
lies in the basin center," he sug
gested.
More infonnation is available
from Meek at his CSUSB office at
880-5563, or e-mail at
nmeek@wiley.csusb.edu or fax
880-5985.

Meisenhelder to Give Lecture
By Jason Armstrong
Executive Editor

By Teresa Soldano
UanaQinQ Bditor
Beginning in January 1997, the
I Desert will be offering local
es through CSUSB for those
sted in pursuing a bachelor's
degree in business administration
with an emphasis in mariceting.
Ihe degree is accredited by the
American Assanbly of Collegiate
Schools of Business. Cal State's
tusiness courses are the only Inlaod Empire university offoings
accredit^ ai both the graduate and
ondergraduate level.
Students who have completed

all of their lower division pre-requisites and qualify to enroll at
CSUSB will be able to enroll in
classes at the Victorville site. Pro
spective students wishing to learn
more about the university's appli
cation and admissions process
should plan to attend one of two
infonnation sessions offered
through CSUSB on Nov. 21. in the
Board Room of the Administratiffli Building at Victor Valley Col
lege at both 6:30 and 7:45.
For more infomation contact
Nabil Razzouk, chair ofCSUSB's
MarketingDept at (909) 880-5749.

Professor Susan Meisenhelder
will give a speech titled,
"Mauritius: Lessons on Diversity"
on Thursday, November 7 in the
Events Center.
The topic of Meisenhelder's
speech will involve her reflections
as a Fulbright Scholar in Africa.
Phi Kai^a Phi Honor Society is
hosting theevent, which takes place
at 8 p.m. Admission is free, and an
American Sign Language Inter(xeter will be available.
Hiose needing further infonna
tion can contact Dan Whitaker at
ext. 5857, or Lil Haskell at 5024.

Are you interested in wridng for the Chronicle? If you'd like to join the Chronicle
family and become a Chronicle staff writer give us a call at ext. 3940.

PREREQUISITE:
ADRENALINE
Drive. Intensity.Those aren't
words you're likely to see inmany
course requirements. Then
again, Army ROTC is unlike any
other elective. It's hands-on
excitement.
ROTC will challenge you
mentally and physically through
intense leadership training.
Again, words other courses
seldom use. But they're the
credits you need to succeed in
life.
Try something new this
year! Check out Army ROTC.
Call Captain Bryant at 880-5533
or drop by the old gym.

ARMY ROTC

7B nuRm cauia MMSiiw cu nn
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The Murder Mystery: More
Than Just a Show!
By Steve itzkowitz,
Chronicis Staff Writsr

photo by Ter«M Soldano

WTC held its annual "Ranger Challenge" event (pictured above) on
•ampusfrom 8 am to 5 pm, on Saturday, October 19, in the lower
occer fields. Twelve schools from California, Arizona, Utah, and
'levada squared off to see who had the best military skills. Activities
ncluded a physical endurance test, marksmanship, a grenade assualt
'ourse and a 10 kilometer forced rack sack march.

"It couldn't happen here... not
now! Not a murder!" But, it did.
The murdCT mystery lived up to its
billing as the company known as
"Bravvo! Productions" performed
a play called, "I Now Pronounce
You Murdered", that involved
more than the actors and actresses
who put the play togelho".
llie audience got a chance to
participate in the murder held on
Oct.23. As guests shuffled into
Event Center C, they instantly en
tered into the wedding of Tommy
and Lairaine, played byMarc Liby
and April Hawkins, and were
greeted by Myra Wasp, the wed
ding coordinates', played by Chris
tina E. Kimilick. Myra reccs'ded
each guests name into the wedding
book so she could later wok them

into the show. One lucky person
was chosen to bring a small silver
beartmcsnento gift to the bride and
groom.
After the wedding, Tommy and
Larraine fed each oth^ cake then
Larraine went to the bathroom and
dropped dead!
Then the investigation was on!
Each table got a chance to hear the
evidence and the interrogation per
formed by Detective Rich Way,
played by company member
Dwayne Gillespie. Detective Way
kept us up to date on all evidence
gathered, even going so far as to
question some audience members
^ut their relationship to the mur
dered Larraine. Each table, based
cm the evidence and the testimony
they heard, got a chance to guess
the murderer (or murderers) and
his or her motive for killing off
Larraine. In the end, Butch

Shomph, audience member and
disc jockey for 680 KSSB, was
found guilty of murder in the flrst
degree and that ended an evneing
that no one, cast or audience mem
ber, will soon fOTget.
Stacy White, Senicx* Program
Consultant and Coordinatix for the
Producticm said, 'This was aunique
event to plan to say the least. It's
kind of cool because it's some
thing different. Everyone who at
tended had a great time and I was
truly privileged to be a part of it."
She also commented on the opp(vhinity the students had to see a
well-conceived comedy for free.
"This will ixovide the students,
especially those students living on
campus, with an opportunity to the
see the inaugural showing of a
production as unique as this and it
wcm't cost them a dime." said
White.

CSUSB Faultline Is Active!
By Clemente A. Mojica Jr. in the process of producing a
Chronicle Staff Writer

In the bottom floor of Univer
sity Hall there is a great production
being made.
"Hello, my name
is Jeff Kumfer."
"And I'm Amanda
Cook."
"Welcome to the
Faultline!"
And so begins a
typical taping of
(fsuSB's television
show, Faultline.
Aired on Channel 3
and with 100,00 po
viewers,
tential
Fauldine is a televi
sion show that is
solely written, pro
duced and directed by
Cal State students.
In actuality,
Faultline is a course
offered by thedepart
ment of Communica
tion Studies called
AdvancedTelevision
Practicum (Comm
444). Taught by Pro
fessor
Mike
Wichman, whois the instructional
suii^xm technician fcx* the show,
students gain practical experience

weekly, half-hour magazine fcu*mat television program.
There are 15 students currently
enrolled in the course. They are
responsible for creating, writing,

iroducing, shooting and editing
the shows in a timely manno' meet
ing deadlines and air dates.

Faultline is not an easy
show to produce.
"It's a team effcwt and ev
eryone is accountable for
doing dieir share of the woik
whether it's setting the
studio or editing the
film," says Wichman.
Each student has to
produce and direct a
show ccanposed of three
segments. This is a long
and tedious task. Stu
dents may spend up to 20
hours a week creating
their segment.
"It's like having a
part time job," says se
nior editor Jeff Kumfer,
who is presently produc
ing a segment on cyclists.
Faultline first aired
in the Fall quarter of 96.
It is now running on its
third season and Comm
444studentsare busy creatingits 17th show which
will air in November.
"It's a great opportu
nity for students to d^onstrate their creative
talents since they have
almost complete au
tonomy in producing their
segments," says Wichman.

Need A
Break?
Join Us For...

-Thursday

rWednesday
* $1.50

Corona Beer
^ Fun Body Contest
BIG Cash Prizes!!!

* $1.50 U-Call-lt
Cocktails
and
$1.25 16 oz. Domestic
Draft Beer

NO com WITH STUOENT 1.0.
SPECIALS 8 UNTIL MIONIGHT
Hospitality Lane
1905 SiCommercenterE.
San Bernardino • (909) 884-7233
21 & over
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Phi Beta Delta Holds Second Annual Induction Ceremony
By Jason Armstrong
Execuf/Ve Editor
Tbe Gamma Lambda Chapter
ofPhi Beta Delta, CSUSB's Interoational Honor Society, held its
second annual induction ceremony
(rf smdents and faculty on Friday,
October 25th in the Upper Com
mons.
The coCTiony, attended by ap
proximately 95 people, (including
members, inductees, ^nnily and
Mends), featured entertainment
unique to different parts of the
world, interesting multicultural
speeches, an awards presentation
and a banquet-style (tinner.
Dr. Louis Fernandez, Vice Presi

dent of Academic Affairs, was re
sponsible for induction of tbe new
members at tbe ceremony. Fol
lowing the induction. Dr. Jerry
Pritcbard, Associate Vice Presi
dent of Academic Affairs played
the flute for tbe audience, with bis
rendition of tbe traditional Chi
nese flute melodies 'Lady Meng
Jiang,' (a Jiangsu Folksong);
'Xiao,' (a Jiangsu Folksong); and
'Purple Bamboo Melody,' (a
Shanghai opera theme).
As tbe event was concluding.
Dr. Elliot Barkan, the keynote
speaker gave a speech entitled,
"From Broadway to Bombay,"
which focused on intercultural as
pects around the world.

recent in a series. Three
previousflyers had been distrib
PSA, condemning Affirmative uted that challenged oth^ PSA
A(^on as a measure that "punishes issues and the lack of conservative
white men for the past." Although clubs on this campus. In addition,
many students on campus felt the a set of the groups flyers were
tone of theflyer was predcxninandy defaced last week, insinuating that
racist, most were uncertain of the any woman claiming to be a femi
intention of the message and left nist was also a lesbian and was
signed A.S..
confused.
"Why are these people so afraid
One student stated, "It's sophoto
use their own name if they be
moric, reactionary and confused.
Who are they referring to when lieve in Prop. 209 so strongly?"
(bey speak of idiocy~the student asked Hammock. "We regret that
body. Administration, or the Di someone or some group has to feel
versity committee? And what pri so afraid about their political be
liefs, that they
orities are mis
have to hide
placed? The
flyerjustdoesn't "A college campus should be a behind our
name,"
he
n^e sense."
place where political ideas are said.
The A.S.I.
discussed and debated. / feel it is
The PSA is
advisor,Randy
a
loss to the campus that such a also concerned
Hanell, stated
that this person
that hp.had many debate cannot occur."
(* group is tryoutraged stu
ing to invali
dents come into
die office to complain about the date this last year's work.
In addition to being active with
flyer and find out what could be
done about fmiting tbe person, or issues of voting and this elections
persons, responsible for the fraudu propositions, the PSA is involved
in environmental, labor and Na
lent handout
Tbe PSA contacted Student Life tive American issues.They are also
concerning this issue to discuss the concerned with the idea of demtx;problem and find out what mea racy and its relationship with our
sure would be taken to rectify the country.
"A college campus should be a
situation.
"If the defacing of the flyers place where political ideas are dis
continues we will ask that the mat cussed and debated. I feel it is a
ter be looked at mc»e seriously by loss to the campus that such a de
college officials. Up until ik)w they bate caimot occur," Hamm(x;k said.
have simply said they will tear "Students are deprived of the ex
down the fake flyers when they see perience of being able to bear from
them," said President of the IKA, all sides of an issue and make a
decision for themselves," he added.
Shaim(xi Hammock.
Tbe A.S.I. said their investiga
The question ronains as to who
is trying to dis(3^t the PSA. Ap- tion will continue until the person
parmtly this flya* was the most or grouprespcmsible for the fraudu
lent flyer is found.

According to Elsa OchoaFemandez, Phi Beta I>elta Chapter
C(x)r(tinator and CSUSB Director
of Intemati<Mial Student Services,
"Students inducted into our orga
nization are those who have stud
ied abroad or have taken courses in
international studies. Faculty who
are inducted have done re
search or studies on internaticmal matters." Prospec
tive members must be
nominated by a member in
OTder to join the organiza
tion.
Phi Beta Delta has high
ideals. "We celebrate the
contributions of intematicmal students, and feel that

it is a g<x>d opp(Htunity to learn
from them," said OchoaFemandez. "We have high expec
tations in tbe area of G.P.A. as
well," she said. "Tberequirements
are a 3.2 for undergrails, and 3.5
for graduate students."
Ochoa-Femandez views this

year's ceremony as a success.
Current membership consists of
146, and the organization has sevonl well-known members, includ
ing President Evans, who
wasinducted last year.
For mo^ infonnation call
Ochoa-Femandez at 880-5197.

Flyer ^ cont from page 1

You want to be the
first to

Macintosh.
More flexible than ever.
We don't know how you'll fill in the blank.
Thafs why we make Macintosh*computers
so flexible. To help you be the first to do
whatever you want to do. And with word
processing, easy Internet access, powerful
multimedia and cross-platform compati
bility, a Mac makes it even e€isier to do it.
How do you get started? Visit your campus
computer store today and pick up a Mac.

Leave

© !<m Mie Co'npi'ler.
r. ,r.

.your mark>

Inc. All riyhVi mirreJ. Apple, the Apple huo .Hue and .Macmlofii an rexidend tmknmrkf of Apple Compiiler. Inc. Ail MiKwla<b
•

' •''

T- uiini "lore fl'S onPl. cull son fiiiO 'Hll.l nrTT) >10'^
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News
Graduate
Info Day
By Lynne Fischer
Chronicle Staff Writer

The first cold rain of the season
dampened the clothes but not the
spirits of attendees at Graduate
Infonnation Day on Wednesday,
October 30th.
The event was moved indoors to
a somewhat cramped area in the
lower ctxnmons, but the 10am to
2pm timeline made it possible for
everyone interested in their optitxis after graduation to see all the
booths.
Approximately 30 schools and
OTganizations participated. Every
booth was operated by well in
formed representatives, all of
whom were more than happy to
answer any questions.
Attendees left the event loaded
with brochures, applications and
mountains of infonnation on how
and where to continue their educa
tions after receiving their under^ad
degrees. The event was well repre
sented and diverse, with options
ranging from The Peace Corps to
UCLA to private test-taking orga
nizations.
If you would like more infor
mation on Graduate programs at
CSUSB contact the Graduate Of
fice at 880-5058 or contact the
Admissions Departments of any
institutions you may be int^^ted
in attending.

ASI... cent, from page 1

removing old event information
and replacing the same location
with the next club event date. This
way our members getused to look
ing for CHir inf(^mation in thesame
location(s)".
Charter organization leaders
generally agree there is adequate
cooperation and assistance pro
vided fcx*students posting andpublicizing their events. However,
some student leaders think the en
velope can and should be pushed
further. The ability to use more
visual and /or audible publicity
perhaps at leastthe day of theevent
could go a long way in increasing
attendance and participation.
On the flip side of this coin, it
was also found that some student
organizations haven't fully re
searched the current options avail
able to them for publicity. Thae
are many places to ccxnmunicate
infoimaticm on campus. Location
maps available in the Student Life
Office describe 3 dozen kiosks and
bulletin boards. CSUSB also has
an electronic marquee at the cam
pus entrance. Inside the Coyote
Cafe is the Public Relations Board
andlheWomens' ResourceCenter
houses a huge variety of flyers. In
addition several departments also
have theirown electronic message/
event boards.
Help is free to chartered organi
zations for flyer and tffochure de
signs through ASI.

Campus... cent, from page 1
scious or subconscious is very ef
fective in releasing us (students,
faculty and administrators alike)
from personal responsibility to
work on increasing attendance at
events and improving communi
cations overall.
The issue of whethCT or not clubs,
organizations and departments
have adequate access to communicatiCHis with students is an ongoing
one. There are clubs on campus
who make good use of their cre
ative talentswithin the confines of
campus publicity and posting rules.
The Society of Current Anachro
nisms, a medieval club, recently
made a stir on campus when they
dressed in full peric^ costume and
passed out small miate flyers with
club information to people who
stared.
History and Sociology clubs use
indocx* classroom wallsfacing stu
dents as a way to reach those whose
eyes might flicker on the informa
tion. This might explain why the
History Club currently has over
120 members and the Sociology
Qub usually has very good atten
dance at its' speaker events.
Another student organization
that maximizes the current public
ity options is The Latino Business
Students Association. Club Presi
dent, Sandra Cortez says, "our club
tries to stay responsible for quickly
•
•
•
•

top members of the CSU system.
Prcanotion of this event was not
the greatest because of a vacancy
in the ASI Public Relations depart
ment. But a news flash! Student
Trustee Frank Wada will be on
campus for an open forum with
students onNov. 19, from 9:30 am
to 10:30 am in Event Center A.

College Legal Clinic: Thanks

Things To Look Forward To: An

Meeting With Trustees On Cam
pus: As a result of that meeting,
students were able to access the

A Place to Call Home
By Mary Ellen Abllez

Dianne.
Clubs who do comnunity ser
vice, and students who are inter
Brotherhood is a theme that be ested can contact the missitxi at
comes especially visible during the (909)795-4533. CoUege credits
holidays, and yet it is clear that may be available from internships
many people ne^ help year round. or projects. Students are advis^
One organization that is asking for to check with the department of
help, from interested students, is their major.
the mission of the Earthen Vessels
Ministry, "His Mother's Home".
His Mother's Home is a mater
nity home where Thomas and
Dianne Ingram welcome young
girls awaiting the birth of their
In the last issue of the Coyote
babies in a loving atmosphere.
While the expectant mothers are Chronicle...
not pressured to give up their ba
A reference was made to a picbies, the Ingrams believe in help
ure
of a Sushi preparer which was
ing them make an informed deci
sion. "We help them come into [K}t featured with thestory and was
"wholeness," emotionally, spiri mstead an Army advertisement.
tually, and temporally," said
In the October 9 issue of the
Dianne.
If the mother chooses to keep Coyote Chronicle...
her child, she is allowed, to stay as
We refered to Sigma Gamma
long as she makes progress to
Phi as the first co-ed fraternity on
wards a goal of school or wcvk.
Education is underscored, and for :ampus. Inactuality,AlphaKai:^
this reascMi the mission is reaching Psi was the firstco^ fraternity at
SUSB.
out for volunteers from the cam
pus community. "Students that
The Coyote Chronicle regrets
could teach a skill, tutor or mentor,
hese
OTors.
CM- just help with daycare could
really make a diffCTence," said

Chronicle Staff Writer

AAANAGEMENT TRAINEES/SALES COORDINATORS

What to get the word out?
•
Interested in advertising in the J
Chronicle? Give us a call at •
ext 3940.
•

held on a Saturday. Clubs present
included theViemamese Student
Alliance, the Political Economics
Qub,and the Adult Re-Entry Club.
F(X more information regarding
clubs and their budget allocation,
contact ASI Controller Pedro
Garbax)glio at 880-5932.
to the dedicated efforts of Carolyn
Ludlow, the student manager, and
the ASI General Manager Patrick
Areffi, the CLC was able to keep its
xdwrs open to provide no-cost and
(X)mpletely confidential legal con
sultation to CSUSB students. Staff
and faculty can also access this
iservice for a nominal cost Any
one with questions regarding this
, [X'Ogram can contact the CLC staff
^ at 880-5936.
/i
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BUILD
SUCCESS
As the nation's #1 hleavy equipment rental company, hiertz Equipment
Rental CorporatiOT con Duild
build careers like no one else. Here,
Mere, you'll
discover afl the success and stability on industry leader con provide,
combined with all the opportunity an aggressive, growth oriented
organization can offer.
At HERC, we're looking for only the most motivated individual:
Ambitious college graduates who are eager to feam and are
genuinely interested in pursuing a career-trad opportunity.
As a part of our Management Training Pr^ram, you'll be
able to select your own career path — in ^les. Branch
Management, Regional Manogement, or Coq3orate.

ATM machine in the Arena; Qual
ity service surveys across campus;
Food drives; After-hour service in
the Women's Resource & Adult
Re-Entiy Center; ASI web site;
Reptxls cm the status of the search
for anew CSUSB President; More
programs and services of the Cul
tural Planning Chair, Health and
Safety Chair, Environmental Qiair
and I^blic Relations (3iair.
If anyone has concerns or questicms regarding any of the items
mentioned, address them to Shan
non Stratton, ASI President, at
exL5932.

Openings ore currently available throughout the
Mfeslem region.
Your dedication and hard work will earn you immediate
manogementlevel responsibility; on-theiob training; on
excellent salary with bonus potential; and generous benefits
(including medical and life insurance, denial assistance, vision
and hearing coverage, refirement plan, income savings plan,
tuition reimbursement, paid holidoys, racation, ond
emfjoyee discounts). All with the support of the nation's
largest, most recognized name in renting and selling,
construction/ industrial equipment to contractors, industry
and government.
If you've got what if lakes to succeed. Hertz Equipment
Rental is equipped to give you the future. For immediate
consideration,please fax or send your resume to;

Attn: Dept Jn, Hertz Equipment Rental

J-

>
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ON CAMPUS RKRUTTING wai BE
COMIOED ON MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 11,1996. SIGN UP FOR AN
INHRVEW IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE.

Corporaition, 18881 Von Karman Avenue, Suite
1lOO,lr
I, Irvine, CA 92715, FAX# (714) 995-1092.

•« V«• •

' . H Hi * *

ri

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Equipment Rental

6 " /Votfzmfz^ 20

PREPARING FOR GRADUATE
SCHOOL
1 P.M. - 2:30 P.M.
SYCAMORE ROOM, LOWER COMMONS
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
SERIES
2 P.M. - 8 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER A

PEPPER SPRAY CLASS
5 P.M.
LOWER COMMONS

NEWLY HIRED WOMEN
FACULTY & STAFF RECEPTION
3 P.M. - 4:30 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

CULTUREFEST DANCE
8 P.M. - 2 A.M.
EVENTS CENTER B & C

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK
4:30 P.M. - 6 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER B

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
DAY: OPTION HOUSE CLEANUP
10 A.M. - 4 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

BIG BANG COFFEEHOUSE
FEATURING ILLMATIK
4 P.M. • 7 P.M.
STUDENT UNION PATIO

/Z77

ILAURAIYN KOLB RECITAL
I
6 P.M. - 8:15 P.M.
CA RECITAL HALL

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
SERIES
2 P.M. - 8 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER A
"RESUME, INTERVIEWS, AND JOB
SEARCH FOR EDUCATORS"
WITH HAROLD VOLKOMMER
2 P.M. - 4 P.M.
UH 324
"WHAT'S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH
IT: STOP THE ABUSE"
5:45 P.M. - 8 P.M.
CA RECITAL HALL

[

LATINO BUSINESS
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
6 P.M. - 8 P.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS

"RELATIONSHIPS"
WITH ELLEN GOOTBLAH
5 P.M. - 1 1 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER B & C

"HEADS, RODS, AND TAILSHOW DO NEUROFILAMENT
PROTEINS ASSEMBLE"
WITH DR. JEFFREY COHLBERG
3P.M.
BL104

LOAN COUNSELING
WORKSHOPS
2 P.M. - 3 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER B & C

EFFECTIVE COWMUNICANON GROUP
9 A.M. - 10 A.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE &

Z^77

ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
LATINA WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT GROUP

ACADEMIC DECATHLON
8 A.M. - 6 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER

4 P.M. - 5 P.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS
SELF-SURVIVW. COURSE
5:30 P.M. - 7:30 P.M.

Z777
MUSIC CONSERVATORY
RECITAL
2:30 P.M.
CA RECITAL HALL

EVENTS CENTER C
SYMPHONIC CHOIR REHEARSALS
7 P.M.- 10 P.M.
RECITAL HALL
CATHOUC BIBLE STUDY
8 P.M.-9 P.M.
JB386
PANHEU^NIC MEE^NG

"PREPARING FOR GRADUATE
SCHOOL"
1 - 2:30 P.M.
SYCAMORE ROOM, LOWER COMMONS

8 P.M.- 10 P.M.

WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT GROUP
10:30 A.M. -11:30 A.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

HOLIDAY CULTURAL FESTIVAL
11 A.M.
LOWER COMMONS PLAZA

AFRIKAN STUDENT ALLIANCE MEETING
12 P.M. -1 P.M.
MULTICULTURAL CENTER
M.A.P.S. MEETING

' BLOOD DRIVE
I

10:30 A.M. - 4 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER A & B
"CONFLICT RESOLUTION"
WITH DR. PATRICIA RODGERS-GORDON
12 P.M.-1P.M.
UH 324

"FINANCIAL AID & SUMMER
RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES FOR
UNDERREPRESENTED STUDENTS"
1 - 2:30 P.M.
. SYCAMORE ROOM, LOWER COMMONS

12 P.M.- 1 P.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS
AFTER CLASS READING GROUP
2 P.M.-3:30 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL CLUB MEETING

.i

6 P.M. -8 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE 8T
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

COFFEE HOUR WITH
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
4 P.M.
UH235

NATIVE AMERICAN FESTIVAL
11A.M.-2 P.M.
TJ
LOWER COMMONS PLAZA

CIRCLE K INTERNATION/Y. MEETING
6 P.M.-8 P.M.

DONATE CLOTHING AND NON
PERISHABLE FOOD
AT THE SALVATION ARMY VAN
LOCATED BEHIND SIERRA HALL
FROM NOVEMBER 4-7
BETWEEN 8 A.M. AND 5 P.M. AND
NOVEMBER 8 BETWEEN 8 A.M. AND 12 P.M.

WOMEN & SELF ESTEEM
2 P.M.-3 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
SPANISH TABLE MEETING
4 P.M.-5 P.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS

"MAURITIUS: LESSONS ON
DIVERSITT
WITH SUSAN MEISENHELDER
8 P.M. - 10 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER B & C

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMEN|F'
SERIES
2 P.M. - 8 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER A

DONATE CANNED FOOD
AT THE MULTICULTURAL CENTER
FROM NOVEMBER 6-15 BETWEEN 9 A.M.
AND 7 P.M. M-TH AND
9 A.M. AND 4 P.M. F.

a

Couirrssif or Tf^s. ......
WOMEN'S RESOURCE & liifc
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER ^

AFRICAN/AMERICAN MEN SUPPORT GROUP
5 P.M.-6 P.M.
MULTICULTURAL CENTER

DREAMS WORKSHOP
9:30 A.M. - 10:30 A.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS
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Don't Miss the Mochi Ice Cream at Sayaka
By Shino Okita

Chronicle Staff Writer
Sayaka, the Japanese restaurant
on Ml Vemtxi in Colton, has ex
cellent food, and among theirmany
specialties is a special desert called
Mochi ice cream, that you'll want
to be sure to try.
Mochi is J^anese rice cake
made from smashed rice. The ice
cream is covered with sliced Mochi.
It is chewy, tasty, not too sweeL
and different from any other kind
of ice o-eam you've probably ever
tasted. There are 6 flavors: J^anese green tea, red beans, mango,
vanilla,coffee and strawberry. I
would recommend Japanese green
tea; it was very good. This ice
cream is popular in Japan and is
hard to find in the U.S., but Sayaka
has it.
Other foods 1 sampled were the
OHnbinaticm of sashimi (little slices
of raw fish - 2 pieces of tuna and
3 pieces of yellowtail), Tempura

nese care about visual entertain displayed. The entire restaurant
(shrimp, carrots, broccoli, pump ($8.75).
This restaurant has two styles, one ment and servemany small dishes entertains custcMners withJs^ianese
kin, cucumber, and kidney l^ans),
steamed rice, salad, andmiso soup. for the Japanese and one for the for one meal, waitresses have to culture.
Sayaka is open 7 days a week,
The sashimi aiKl tempura dishes Americans. Fw J^anese custom run back and forth in order to fill
were sh^)ed like a J<q)anese fold ers, they serve miso soup, steamed individual orders. The service is on Monday-Friday for lunch from
11 am-2 pm, and
dinner 5 pming fan, so the food was pleasing rice and salad with the main dish, good, nonetheless.
The ambiance in the restau 9pm(Sunday-Thursday). Friday's
not only to the taste buds, but also because the Japanese prefer to eat all
to the eyes. The sashimi was cold four together. However, for the rant gives one the feeling of be and Satuiday's the restaurant is
andfre^, and the tempura was hot American customers, they serve miso ing in Japan. Waitresses wear open frOTi 5 pm-10 pm. The adandcrisp. Therestaurant's12c(xn- soup and salad fust, then they serve Kimonos, and there is a small (fress is 1063 S. Mt. Vernon in
binations range from $9.75 to steamed rice and die main dish. Japanese garden whichhas a little Colton, and the phone number is
$11.75. Sayaka also has a sushi Because of the rush to serve every water mill, pool and several 824-6958.
combination dinner from the sushi thing at once, and because the Japa plants. Traditional dolls are also
bar.
Tbemenu is arranged for Ameri
cans who like sweet Japanese
foods. Sushi is defmitely a popu
lar item at Sayaka; California roll,
tuna, and yellowtail are popular
combinations. Teriyaki chicken
and tempura are popular as well.
Sayaka also has four different ccHnBobby McGee's
binations for vegetarians. Veg
Hogi Yogi
etarian combination 'D' in
(see ad in Chrome!^
(see ad in Chronic!^
cludes cold tofu, vegetable
1905 S. Commercenter E.
4594 University Pkwy
tempura, cucumber roll, cucumber
free food at Happy Hour
Grinders and Yogurf
salad, steamed rice and miso soup

^un0les
C l u b

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Ih/O^or MJK- I Ai^iL Rcviu' &

IHOP

Jerseys Pizza

4023 University Pkwy
Pancakes & Much More
473-1195

985 W. Kendall Dr.
famous Pizza & Beer
886-0008

Subway

Thai Place

(see ad in Chrome!^

' I t ' s a party i n here

S) Diinks tIk'tT, WVM A Witicl
All Night Long!

887-7812

(see ad in Chrome!^

Now Open

N i t e

884-7233

1050 W. Kendall Suite B

59

886-3343

University Java &
Bagel
Corner University

8r

Kendall

Corner University

8r Kendall
Great Lunch Specials
887-7644

El Polio Loco
Corner University

8r

Kendall

Coffee, Sandwiches & More
880-1952

Healthy, Crazy Chicken
880-6337

Rosa Maria's

Smiley's

4202 N. Sierra Way

967 W. Kendall Unit D

Mexican food (Call Ahead)
881-1731

Coffee & Atmosphere
881-2048

NO COUER BEFORE 9PM

Pace's Tacos

SW Comer of Foothill &. Grove in Upland
1386E. Foothill Blvd.

Corner University & Kendall

To be added to our guide or to advertise
in The Chronicle, please call,.
(909)880-5000 ext3940
or
(909) 880-5931
After regular business hours

%1 Dunk S^VCiaii

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Top Jfi ILina* Party

SUNDAY
: IS/Ovcr - $1 DniiLs Before lOpni

V

(909) 920-9590
MMMSM

Mexican food
880-2755
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A "Sleeper," It's Definitely Not!
By Jon Lyons
Special to the Chronicle
Lord only knows where Sleeper
would be if it weren't for Clara
Bow. The 1920's film star who
c^tured the nations attention with
her short dresses and aopped hair
in thesilent film classic "IT," is the
inspiration for much of the band's
material on theirseccmd full-length
release. The IT Girl. Sleq)er front
w(anan Louise Werner uses Bow
and her persona to counter the nine
ties view of women and their role
in society. All of this, and the
album rodcs too!
Sleq)er's last release, 1994
Smart, was viewed by critics as a
secondrateElasticareomlandwith
good reason. Both Smart and
Elastica's debut hit the American
shores at the same time and both
boasted the same formula. Catchy
post punk hoc^s, hummable cho
ruses that you couldn't quite get
out of your head, and a cute, imp
ish front woman who exuded both
sexuality and power on stage.
But while Elastica hit the big
time with an MTV Buzz Clip and

a Gold record. Sleeper struggled
for attention from both crxnmercial radio and MTV, getting nei
ther. Now comes The FT Girl, and
an expansion on the formula that
both challenges and rewards the
listener even after repeat spins.
The record explodes with two
pop anthems, "Feeling Perky," and
"Sale of the Century." "Sale," the
first single of the recmd, glides
along a bouncy bass line and is
aided by WemCT's infinitely infec
tious lyricsdecrying a man's view
of his ccanpanion. Further along,
the record becomes the majestic
"Statuesque" with its big-as-life
guitar book, and the dreamy bal
lad, "Stop Your Crying." Guitar
and bass interplay drive the record
throughout, reccing early 80's
Brit pop (no doubt the effort of
Producer Stephen Street who's
work with Alternative luminaries
The Smiths is legendary.)
Musically, the record moves
along r^dly, never getting bogged
down in eight minute epics, prefer
ring the 3 minute pc^ tune to make
its point.
Lead singo* and lyricist Waner

loves to play with listeners minds.
On "Dress Like Your Mother," a
chastizing of the London pop cir
cuit and it's willingness to turn
ev^thing into a fashion trend,
Werner internes, "You lost your
sense of humor/ but you keep the
queen dead/ you don't look your
self/ you dress like your mother."
Throughout the record Werner
tells stories of a secret rendevouz
("Statuesque") and the pain caused
when lovers leave ("What Do I Do
Now? aick..Off..Gone"). Using
the images of rainy London streets
and a womanninning around cry
ing like some distorted Bergman
film, Werner captures both the joy
and pain of falling in love.
Though I doubt Sleeper will ever
enjoy the same success as Elastica
and other British bands that have
venuired across the pond. The IT
Girl is a record worth checking
out. Sleeps will definitely be
around fCM* quite a while as long as
they keep making records that are
equally at home in your stereo on
bright sunny days and cold
rainy nights.

Journey: Until the End of Time
By Christina OIney
Chronicie Staff Writer
Journey has reunited to release
its ninth studio album. Trial By
Fire and now, in 1996 we can
count on more of what we loved
about them in the past All of the
members that played on Journey's
biggest selling albums are present
cm mis altmm. Steve Smith plays
drums, Neal Schonn plays guitars,
Ross Valory plays bass guitar,
Jonathan Ca^ plays keyboard and
Steve Perry sings lead vocals.
Trial By Fire has the classic
Journey sound. It's the same
straight forward rock n' roll that
put them on the map. There is
enough guitar to compliment but
not ovCTpower the music. The
keyboards are not overused, as was
the case with their last album.
Journey produced hit after hit in
the 1970 sand early'80*s, but then
Imke up. Since that time Steve
Perry has released two solo al
bums. Tbefirstone,wfaichincluded
the singles"Oh, Sherry" and "Rest
less Hearts," was very successful.
There are the standard Journey
love songs on Trial By Fire, in
cluding the singles "Message of
Love" and "When You Love a
Woman." The best song is the
Love-gone awry tune, "She Still
Cries'.
This is definitely an album worth

owning. The music is great The
band has not suffered for its
seperation, and this is not one of
those torible reunion albums de
signed to milk money out of die
hard, gullible fans.
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Council Travel
National Reservation Center
1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800;226-8624)
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EUROPASS FROM $210
EURAILPASSES
AVAILABLE BY PHONE!
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Maxwell's Urban Hang Suite
By Tamiko Fletcher
Production Editor
Singer-songwritCT and Colum
bia records recording artist Max
well has been compared to the likes
of D' Angello and the late great
Marvin Gaye. His debut album
"Maxwell's Urban Hang Suite," is
a compilation of slow, smooth,
rhythmic, sensual songs. Much
like the Isley Brother's, Maxwell
also posseses the knack to "get you
in the mood."
*lx)nely's the Only Company
(I&II)," is a song about a heartbro
ken lover craving and reminising
about the taste of love rmw gone.
Maxwell's sweet soulful voice
singing over the seductive music
of this track makes fOT a harmoni
ous marriage.
"...Til the Cops Come
Knockin'," and "Ascension" are
two singles already released off
the album. While both are great
songs, neither do justice to the re
maining tracks on the album.
"Sumthin' Sumthin'," is more
of an upbeat track showing the
flexibility and variety Maxwell is

DOCTOR OF

PSYCHOLOGY
CLINICAL-COMMUNITY
PSYCHOLOGY
WASC-ACCREDITED UNIVERSITY
ESTABUSHED CLINICAL TRAINING NETWORK
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY FACULTY
SMALL, YEAR-ROUND CLASSES
PERSONALIZED ACADEMIC SERVICES
STUDENT AND FACULTY DIVERSITY
SECULAR ACADEMIC PROGRAM
COMPETITIVE TUITION COSTS
so. CAL. LOCATION; ATTRACTIVE CAMPUS
THE DEPAfm«NT OF BEHAVIORAL
SCENCES IS ACCEPTING APPUCATJONS FOR
THE PSY.D. PROGRAM NOW. CLASSES WILL
BEGIN IN SEPTEMBER, 1997.

successfully able to pull off.
If you're lo(4cing for a good
investment and have an apprecia
tion for true love songs then Max

well has a solution. Pick
up"MaxweirsUrban
Hang Suite," you won't
be dis^}point^.

FOR DETAILED IW^ORMATKW, CALL:

(909) 593-35tl, EXT. 4244
Founded 1891

1950 3rd St., La Verne, CA 9S750

Opinions & Editorials
The Coyote Chronicle
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Is The Minimum Wage Increase Harmful?
By Jason Armstrong
Executive EcKtor
One of the most significant mea
sures recently passed is the mini
mum wage increase.
Some people are ecstatic that
this has passed. T am so glad that
the minimum wage is finally going
to raise," said a CSUSB freshman.
"I've worked in fast-food since I
was a sophomore in high school,
and now 111 finally be able to for
pay for more things on my own and
take some of the burden off my
parents."
Others aren't so enthused. Eileen
Didier, owner of the Hogi Yogi
restaurant OR University Parkway
views the mandatory increase of
minimum wage as "potentially
devastating" for her business.
Didier feels that she may not be
able to keep her prices down if the
wage goes up much mwe. The
bigherherpayroil raises, theharder
it is for the store to make ends
meet "We are currently able to
offer discounts and specials, but
that may have to end in the near
future," she said.
Under the measure that Con
gress has already adopted, mini
mum wage is already up to $4.75
an hour, and is scfaedided to in
crease to $5.15 an hour by next
year.
Hie increase of minimum wage
seems to be a real mixed-blessing.
I understand why many high school
and college pec^le are happy about
it; they often hold basic jobs while
going to school.
It is also accurate to say that due
to the increase, people may now be
able to make more on minimum
wage than welfare.
Those are a couple of positive
aspects, but I can definitely sym
pathize with Didier. My parents
own a small business, and they can
potentially be affected as well.
They havesuch a high ovo'head, I
don't see how they can affotl to
pay their employees much more.
I know it will be interesting to
see what the long-term outcome
will be.
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P R I N C I P L E S ^ / S O U N D R E T I R EiMENT INVESTING

ICISE REGULARLY AND YOU
COULD LIVE LONGER
INVEST REGULARLY SO YOU
CAN AFFORD TO.
Americans are living longer than ever. So it's quite
Ex. possible you'll spend 20 or 30 years or more in
retirement. Can you afford it? Unless you're indepen
dently wealthy, chances are you'll need more than your
pension and Social Securi^ to support the kind of
lifestyle you'll want.
How can you help ensure that you'll be in good
financial shape? Sign up for TIAA-CREF SRAs — taxdeferred annuities available only to people in education
or research.
SRAs are easy. No pain, no sweat.
The best way to build strength — physical or fiscal — is
to start at a level that's comfortable and add toyour
regimen as you go along.
With TIAA-CREF SRAs, you conveniently
contribute through your employer's pa3n*oll system. You

can start with a modest amount and increase your
contribution as your salaiy grows.
The important thing is to start now. Delaying for
even a year or two can have a big impact on the
amount of income you'll have when you retire.
TIAA-CREF:
Your fiscal fitness program.
TIAA-CREF is the nation's largest retirement
system, managing over $150 billion in assets for more
than 1.7 million people. We offer a wide range of SRA
allocation choices, long-term investment expertise, and
remarkably low expenses.'
Call 1 800 842-2776 for an SRA Enrollment
Kit or our interactive SRA Enrollment Software.
Or visit us on the Internet at gopher://tiaa-cref.oi^
or http:/Avww.tiaa-cref.org.

Ensuring tke future
for those who shape it.*"
I. StoKiari eiPoor'jhuanuKtHMinjAkoI^ou, 1995: Lifqwr Analytical Service*. Inc., Lifper^Dinetm'Anah/lieaiData, 1996 (Quarter^).
For more complete infOTRialion, including charge* and cxpente*. call 1 800 S42-2733. extention 5509, for a procpectua.
Read the proapectu* carefully before you invett or *end money. TIAA-CREF Individual & Inititutional Service*. Inc.. dittribute* CREFcertificate*.
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How Many People are You Sleeping With?
By Chad Boone

specifically when it dealt with
someone's age. When I am in my
^artment, I demand respect be
cause I am paying my own bills
and I'm taking care of business
and although that is thesame thing
your doing in the dorms, you don't
get the same respect and privacy
given as adequately." Nnenna ad
mitted, that for a while the dorms
provided cultural awareness and a
security blanket necessary for
people new to the area or fresh
man.
The bousing office, along with
five-year dorm veteran Steve
Itzkowitz, provided me with the
extreme costs of on-campus hous
ing. The cost varies per quarter but
totals out to about $4,100 per ycax,
which is roughly $1350 per quar
ter. This includes a meal plan con
sisting of 7 meals per week, which
equates to one meal a day up to as

Chronicle Staff Writer
It isn't so much that some stu
dents have to wake up and elbow
their way into a space in frtmt of
diemirrorto brush their teeth. Nor
is living and sleeping in the hous
ing community with close to 400
students the problem.
No, perhaps it's the lack of re
spect, Independence and jnivacy
that's made dorm life so undesir
able for f(mner dorm students who
now occupy apartments off-campus.
SoiihomcH^ Nnenna 01q)ara
gave me scmie insight into what
she actually experienced in the
dorms that prompted her to move
off-campus.
"As a fwmer dorm inmate, one
thing I despised about the dorms
jWas the inherent lack of respect.

many as 19 meals a we^. "From
my experience, most people elect
forthe 14 meal plan, which equates
to 2 meal perday. Eitherway, 15%
is subtracted from your total fee
per quarter to supplement the cost
of eating," said It^owitz.
If dorm life seems like a m^or
downside, it wasn't quite so fw
Jaundretta Heame who now re
sides at University Village apart
ments. "Although I moved out of
the dorms tosave money, I do miss
certain aspects and advantages of
living at the dcmns. It was a great
convenience being on campus and
naturally I was much more in
formed about the activities that
happen year around. The diversity
in tte doims was a multi-cultural
experience I choished," Jaundretta
stated.
If you're returning to a cramped
dorm room aft^ a stressful day of

Dear Gabby
Dear Gabby,

Dear Concerned Friend^

I have a fnend who I feel might
have a i»^oblem. Like me, my
freind h^ a full load, and faces
many pressures. What worries me
is that lately she's been complain
ing that she is extremely stressed
out. We have classes together and
she's been missing alot. When I
talk to her in class, she smells like
alcohol and I can tell she has been
drinking. I don't want to overreact
to stxnething that might be tempo
rary, but this sems out of charac
ter for my friend, so I am con
cerned. Do you have any advice
forme?

You are doing the right
thing by being concerned.
Do not feel like you are
ovCTreacting. Maybe you
should confront her. By
being upfront and honest
you willlet her know that
you are wcxried about her
before this turns into
something very serious.
You could be helping her
out. Friends are wonder
ful to have, especially
when they show they
Smcerely, Gabby

15%

advice on any subject?
Gabbywouldlovetohearfromyou! Youcan
write Dear Gabby by sending all letters to
Chronicle attention "Dear Gabby."

Student Discount
]D]th Uajld CSU^BJ 0

The International House of Pancakes

4023 University Parkway

Hallmark Pkwy

IHOP
CSUSB
Northpark

(909) 473-1195

Group Rooms Ruailable
For up to 120 People
(Call to ReserueJ
' t i l

lOpm Sun.

- Thur.

'til

Midnight Fri.

& Sat

finals, then your 12' by 15' room
shared by your roommate should
sound appealing and dorm life
should welccxne you wholeheart
edly. But, if roommates aren't
your forte, then the housing office
will help you pay twice the normal
amount to get you your own dorm
room, about $2400 per quarter.
Or consider this! Sharing an
£q)artment with two or three people
to make a $500 to $600 monthly

rent payment. It'sexactly this rea
son that most jnevious dorm stu
dents now live in apartments. Be
sides the food bringing a smile to
your face, apartment living is less
expensive, less crowded and more
private. For most students, the
added responsibility and inaeased
independence seems like a fair
trade. For me, I just like being the
only one to use my shower.

The Disunited People
of America
By Clemente A. Mojica Jr. our native cultures and segregate

Chronicle Staff Writer

I say, we the People of the United
States of America,are doing agreat
injustice to ourselves when we
pactice the doctrine of self-segre
gation.
Look around you. Everywhere
you look, from Ae Pacific to the
Atlantic ocean, Americans are di
vided into ambitious ethnic groups
fighting likeGerberkids, with their
mouths wide open over the hand
with the largest spoonful of food.
Today we believe that we must
define ourselves by clinging to our
culture and that this is our best
(^)portunity of succeeding in soci
ety. We think it is the only way to
get beyond the bitterness and in
justices done to us.
Thus, we band together forming
groups because nobody else un
derstands our needs and it is the
(Hily way to advance our cause.
Woe is we.
Ihis attitudinal segregation from
mainstream society does nothing
to improve race relations and ra
cial equality. It only promotes
s^aratism and heightens ethnic
tensions.
In one ccuner we have blades. In
another we have hispanics. Some
where in between lie the whites.
And every other comer is occupiedby a Afferent ethnic group. In
the <»nter however, there is no
body.
I say we should all fill in the
center, forget about our color, and
call ourselves Americans.
We want Amoica to be a nation
where everyone of every ethnic
badcground is treated equally and
lives in a harmonious, integrated
sodety. But how are we going to
accomplish this when we dwell on

ourselves?
We do not need to define our
selves by a place within a group.
We are all Ammcans. We are
people of every background fend
ing for ourselves and fcM* our fami
lies.
I know this country has prob
lems with respect to equality of
treatment and access to opportu
nity, but the way to overcome radal prejudice is to strive towards
raci^ color-blindness.
For America to become an inte
grated sodety, we have to perceive
ourselves as Americans with di
verse cultural backgrounds that
compose our great nation. Not as
African American, Asian Ameri
can,
Native
American,
Latino,...etc.
Let us abandon our comers and
unite as one people. The American
People.
Frankly, I do not care whether
you are white, black CM- whatever it
is you call yourself today. What I
do care about is that you are an
American like myself—like every
other human being treading the
soU of this nation- trying to suc
ceed and taking advantage of the
opportunities this country has to
offo".
I realize that my suggestion to
assimilate rather than to segregate
is easier said than done. However,
de-emphasizing rather than em
phasizing our cultural differences
will do far more in the long run to
advance the plight of minorities,
than will the artifidal remedy of
reverse discrimination.
Remember, America is a bea
con of hope and prosperity. This is
why our parents and their parents
immigrated here and why people
all over the world are still coining
to America.
' 4 9 t ¥
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The Chronicle is now hiring editors and advertising personnel for next quarter. Gain invaluable
resume experiences while earning some quick cash. If you are interested in working for the
Chronicle please contact the Chronicle Business manager at 880-5931.

Facts about Stress
By Denyce Martinez
Special to the Chronicle

"Stress is merely a word that we
use to stand f<x^ hundreds of spe
cific problems and conflicts we
experience frcrni time to time," says
Internet expeit Morton C. Onnan
M.D., who explodes The Five
Deadly Myths of Stress at
www.stresscure.com/hrn/
five.htinl.
Stress has been part of my
lifestyle since I was a child. Igrew
up tUnking stress was an inevi
table part of me, my parents and
their parents, but Onnan says Fm
wrong.
"Our internal problems are
mostly caused from our external
problems outside of us, such as
relatirai^ipconflicts, wixk-related
laessures and other external obli
gations and demands," he writes
on his Net story."Whenever we
say we are suffering from stress,
we really mean we are having prob
lems OT conflicts that are painful or
troubling to us." Even though prob
lems are a way of life, most stress
is caused by society.
Myth #1: Stress is inevitable:
there is little we can do to prevent
it.
Wrong: Stress is not inevitable:
millions lead relatively stress-free
lives. People in identical situations
can exp^ence either high stress,
low stress or no stress. People can
live low-stress or stress-free
lifestyles.
Myth #2:Meditaticxi, relaxation
or exercise-stress managementrids us of stress.
Wrong: It's damaging to believe
that the best way to deal withstress
is to manage it, Oman says. What
we really need to do is clarify the
real cause of our difficulties. ''Managing stress-even when we do it
well-can cause many of our prob
lems to persist or even get worse."
Peq)lefacingproblanslikeadeath
or a loss of a job often haven't the
discipline and will-power for these
activities.
Myth #3: Mind control or men
tal changing techniques alleviate
stress, because the mind helps cre
ate our stress.
Wrong: It's not the mind per se

Doc in the Box
By Dr. Joyce Jordan
Special to the Chronicle

health center is not a substitute for
your own personal medical cover
age. Any medical problems that
the center can not handle are re
ferred out into the local medical
community at the students' cost.
If you don't already have your
own insurance policy or are not
covered by ywir parents or «nployer, there is a student policy
which is $401.00 per year. This
policy is endorsed by the student
government and may be paid in
quarterly installments.
The center is open Mtmday
through Friday during each quar
ter except summ^. The hours of
service are Mon. 8-5, Tues. and
Wed. 8-6, Thurs. 9-5 and Fri. 94:30.
As an Accredited facility by the
AAAHC, quality service and our
patient's satisfaction is an impor
tant goal. Our frcmt staff is avail
able to answo" your questions re
garding the full range of services
offered at the health center.

but certain conversations that cause
The student health center in-ostress. Responses like "Don't ask
for help," or "Don't admit you're vides services to all currently en
wrong," become programmed into rolled students, both graduate and
our bodies, and cmce established, undergraduate. The medical staff
are difficult to change or elimi consists of two board certified phy
nate, Orman says.What we need is sicians, one nurse practiticmer, two
a new theoretical framewcn-k for RN's and a LVN. There is a phar
banishing stress, one called macist on site who can fill not only
biolinguistics. "Once a person un- your prescriptions written here but
(terstands and is able to pinpoint also those written by an outside
specific conversations and action iriiysician. Medications sold in the
usually at or
pattems-in addition to external student pharmacy are
below
cost.
For
example,
most birth
events-causing your stress to oc
control
pills
sold
here
are
between
cur, one can (tefeat these hidden
$2-4
in
cost
causes without needing to change
The health center has psycho
or eliminate them." Low-stress
logical
counseling, provid^ by a
individuals do this consciously or
staff
of
five and two graduate in
intuitively. The meaning of stress
terns.
This
is free to students. We
is what is distorted: it's not inter
don't
however
have a psychiatrist
nal, it's extemal.When external
availableto write p'oscription medi
{H-oblems cause the abstract, inter
nal pain of depression, tenseness, cation.
Other services include physicals,
anger and pressure, we need to go
pap
smears, birth control counsel
straight to the root of the conven
tions, past or present, thatare caus ing and thetreatment of illnesses or
ing it. We need to remind our injuries such as sprains, bade pain,
selves that it's not our body or our Ironchitis, sinusitis, urinary tract
mind causing the stress, but what infections and STD's. All services
are confidential and most basic
we and others say to them.
Most of us have been deceived medical care is free.
Also available at the center is a
by how and what stress is, how it is
health
infonnation library and free
caused, and how we get rid of it.
The revelation here is that it doesn*t nutritional counseling.
Students are reminded that the
need to
happen
and it
can defi
nitely be
Real Estate Services
avoided.
Un
derstand
yourself:
Almost done with your education?
pinpoint
We have an excellent 1st time buyer
those
program.
words
Please call for details.
t h a t
m a k e
y o u r
Come and visit the
should e r s
knot,
and do
the op
SperialfaJng In isuntly. crtmlnal.
posite,
personal li^uiy, landlord/tenant,
like "ask
and other fields of lawl
f o r
help."
Can m at 880-59361
We ait located ia th« ABI Sdte la Iks
IMoal

REALTEAM

(909)475-5211

Thrift Store

4-10pm
Classic
Clothes

&
Stuff

881-1640
Call for availability

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN OIEQO, offers an inten
sive ABA Approved post graduate 14 week
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program
will enable you to put your education to work as a
skilled member of the legal team.
A representative will be on campus

Monday November 18,1996
1:OOPM-3:00PM
CAREER CENTER CONFERENCE ROOM

CSUSB
Univcreily
of 6an Dicgp

College
Legal Clinic

We are here to heip you/It

Hcuvey'y

Lawysr's Assistant Program
5996 AlcaiS Park
San Diego. CA 92110-2492
(619) 260-4579

Name

Current
Address.
City.
Currant Phona •
Permanent Phone•

.State.

.Zip.
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Don't Just Search: "SAVVY SEARCH"
By Mark Wahner
Chronicle Staff Writer

Savvy Search is a meta-search
tool, designed to simultaneously
send a question to multiple Inter
net search engines and return the
complete set of results. Ithasbeen
designed by Computer Science
majors at Colorado State Univer
sity, and offers the advantage a
single location and common user
interface for querying many di
verse databases.
In addition to English, Savvy
results can be obtained in almost
every other language in the world.
Savvy links to other meta-search
tools like the MetaCrawler,
Infomailcet Search, and others
which are helpful.
In the Savvy Search Interface,
there isabox labeled "query." The
que^goes toadefaultlistof about
a dozen search engines. There is
no need to insm wOTds in the search
box like "the, it, for, etc." because
they are ignore. The "and, or"
wdxls are done automatically.
Hie keyword operator is applied
to your query before it is submitted

to the multiple search engines. It
gives you a choice of "all query
terms", or "any query terms". It is
better to use "all query terms" un
less you know exactly what your

elude desaiptive information re
garding the link. The verbose dis
play adds fields that haven't been
put in textual quote of the results
URL. Timing and other search

information.
If you have any questions about
the search engine, contact Profes
sor Fred Jandt via his email,
Qandt@wiley.csusb.edu. His of

fice is located in the second floor
of University Hall. You can also
contact Daniel Dreilinger, who
helped contract this engine. His
email is dd@pobox.com.

Top Technology News
3y Mark Wahner
Chronicle Staff Writer

looking for. It also offers choices
regarding the "number of hits"
from each search engine. These
results can range from 10 to 50, but
it is not guaranteed that it will
receive that many. The display
cations have three ftxmats: brief,
normal, and verbose. The brief
fonnat ccmtains a title and hypertext
link to the result item, the search
engine that returned it, and links to
all of the search engines used in
your search. When the normal
(^tion is displayed it offers the
most available informaticHi. This
includes information like size,
length, score, date, type, author
and location. Longer fields in-

engine statistics are included in
this display.
When you submit your query,
the fimess of each target search
engine is ranked. The information
you put in your query may be bet
ter for certain engines, thus those
engines will be ranked fust. The
engines are displayed in ranks of
three. When you are done lot^ng
through thefust three engines, then
choose the second three, and so on.
There are 10 choices of "sources
and types of information" given in
square boxes. These choices
specify what kind of information
you want, and narrow down the
areas where y(xi might locate your

America Online is expected to
innounce a long-awaited $19.95 a
nonth flat-rate fee pricing plan for
mlimited access to both the Interret and AOL's private netwcxk.
Ml other popular Internet provid
es are following Ammca Online,
fhis trend is due to increased comtetition from local Internet service
jroviders.
U.S. Robotics is planning to
elease a 56-kbps modem (This is

twice as fast as the 28.8-kbps mo
dem). It will bereleased sometime
during the first quarter of 1997.
Prices will range from $250 to
$300 for the basic model and $400
to $450 for the full-featured model.
3. Cable modemsare being tested
around the United States. Ihey
will h(^fuUy be available to the
public within the next few years.
These modems go at light speed at
10-mbps.
4. Netscape Navigator vs.
Microsoft Internet Explorer
(Round 4) Ding! Ding!

Have any interesting technology story ideas ? Any
new programs you d like to see featured in the
next issue of the Chronicle? Call us at ext 3940,

Easy as
Shooting Fish in a Barrel!

Register Now We*re Giving Away a Total of $10,000 to 100 Weekly Winners
SPORTSWATCH is the Game and it Doesn't
Cost a Dime to Play!
Welcome to ^o^tsWatch where you get the chance to
Reel in the Bfg One each week just for visiting our
Vegas style casino. There is absolutely no charge for
playing SPORTSWATCH, as a matter of fact, you get a
San Manuel Players Card when registering. We've creat
ed a game that's easy for anyone to play. A new game
begins every Saturday at 10 a.m. Just pick from the
games of the week on your "parlay card" and turn it in
to win!. That's all there is to it! You can register any day
and anytime until the following Saturday at 8 a.m. Best
of all you don't have to be present to win.
Weekly Prize Money:
1st -$3,000
2nd-$2,000
3rd-$l,000
4th thru 10th.$200
11th thru 50th-$50
51st thru 100th $20.

Grand Prize Drawings!
Weekly winners are automatically entered into the
Grand Prize Drawing. One Male and One Female will
each win $10,000. This barrel is full of big ones!

Even if You Lose You Can Still Win!
That's right! Even if you haven't won in a weekly con
test your total correct picks may add up to more than
the weekly winners. It's the reward for playing consis
tently.
Male Top Picker - $5,000 Bonus
Female Top Picker - $5,000 Bonus
One of these two winners will receive an additional
$5,000 for the highest number of correct picks overall.
It's time to set your hook on that big catch!

SPORTSWATCH is Just One of the Games
We're Playing
Why troll for hours to Vegas or Stateline for Live
Twenty-one, Live Poker, ThunderCard, Video Gaming,
and Bullet Bingo. And no one in the United States play
High Stakes Bingo like we do at San Manuel. It's afl
right here in Highland, 24 hours a day.

Where Can You Play SPORTSWATCH?
Only at San Manuel Indian Bingo and Casino which is
located in the San Bernardino Foothills in the city of
Highland. For detailed directions call 888-777-7403.

It's Just One of the Games We're Playing At

If your not getting any bites cast a line in at
SportsWatch, it's as easy as shooting fish in a barrel.

You must be 18 years of age to play SportsWatch an<t/or
enter the casino. Must have a San Manuel Players Card,
which is free of charge. Must present social security card
and valid picture I.D. to apply for Players Card. One entry
per person per week, important: See rules on back of
^rtsWatch entry form. Management reserves the right to
modify or cancel this promotion without notice.

SANaMANUEL
INDIAN

BINGO&OASINO

-777-7404 • 5797 N.Victoria Ave. Highland, CA
http://www.sanmanuel.com
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Advertise in The Chronicle - Call (909) 880-5000 ex. 3940
HEALTH, WEALTH,
HAPPINESS
Fa* free information: Autohome
(computer) business Email
HrvV1021C63652@<jcii?*Bei\exxin
or HTWent@earthlink.net
HELP WANTED... Men/
Women earn $480 weekly
assemblying circuit boards/elec
tronic components at hcxne. Ex
perience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings your local
area.
Call 1-520-680-7891EXTC200

California Graduate institute
Administrative Office
1100 Qiendon Ave., Floor 11
W. Lee Angelee. CA 00024
(310) 208-4240

-TheTieetmaiaf
Cherried Dependsrvy

-TheTreetmerlof Ftrpatrdcre
&\4dinBcif\dclence

(714) 637-5404

THE RIGHT TYPE
Papers, Reports, Resumes.
Fast, quality service.
(909) 882-0506.
$15 -2(VHR. • M/F, PROMO
TIONS ANDSALES, 0VER21,
GREATPArJOB,ENERGETIC/
REUABLE/VEHICLE. WORK
EVES & W/El^S. DTRPrT
PRODTTCT MARKF.TTNG:
CALL GREG @ (310) 598-3654

J.KBS0(.Ph0
K.ICanel,PhD
K. Cross, PhD
J. Packer, PhD
J. Bel,P»0
M. Geraort, PhD
P. Corwersano, PsyO
K.Kane(.PhD
K. Cress, PhD

OC
00

- Fofsrac Fby*^hcic9C8l
^esessnert

A. PanofskyBsenberg, PhD
T. Moss. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
OC
L WelBbender, PhO
D. Crausmsn, PhD
J. Mi^hal. PhO
J. Kkirar. PhD
OC
J. Hyman. PhD
D.Fehr.PhO
OC
R Hunter. PhO
OC
J. Mayhal. PhO
O.CfflDrd.MD
M. Fkker. MO
OC
L Hedges. PhO

2:OOS«>pm
5:00-e:00pm

Psychcther. wV the Chem. Dependent Patient
Comprehensive Exam Review

R SUEsklnd-&hneider, PhD
Core Faculty

8:30-i0Xl0am
8:30-12:30pm

Group Process &Technique
Elht*:ly&'nw Famly

O. Fehr. PhO
OC
R SUskMGdveidsr, W

T.Oteson.PhD&
RWblf,PhO
H.GIuea,PhO

8/21-22

1CV19-20 Sat1fi0-6:00pffl
6:o6^
12/14-18 Sun.

Biofeedback Practicum

8A1-22

10/5-8

Sat 9:004 «Opm
Sun. 9t»-2:00^

Child Abuse & Domestic Violsnoa

FrL8«0-1100pm
Sat 9tt>4;00pm

Brief Therapy TtaMng:Mansged
HaakhCwe

LSbiger.RiO

8/28-29 10/1*-20

Sat9tX>-8«0pm
2:00(m
Sua 9X)04:<

Treatment of Famly Relatiottshlpa
Through Cir>ematle Characterizations

KGIuea,PhD

10/4-8

FrL600-1100pm
8at9D04:QOpm

Di^ftliDlsorders

Diagnosis and Traatmantof Attention

O.Ljswlne,m>

10/12-13

SatBSO-SrOOpm
Sua OflO-lwpm

Integrating Theoriesof Knowledge
with Psychoartalytie Technlquee

A.Pm4lwi.PhD

SatOiXMAtem

The Treatment of Oepreseion

O.Paui,PhD

Psychotherapy DllemtrtaslnlhaAge
of Mariaged Health Care

Judlh Pwker. PhD

12/T-8

11/2-3

OC

Psychologicai Assessment II
Psychosomatic Disorders
Oevelcpmental ftychology
Drug Use & Abuse
CognMve-Sehavloral Therapy
Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy
Practicum I (Psych. & MFT)
Psychological Astessment I
ftydi Assess.V Fam.Relalans ISpea RpMUbre
Obiect Relations Theory 11
Models of Brief Femly Therapy
Social Psychology
Physiological Psychology
Group Process & Technique
PrefesslorMy Issues: Elhlcs& Laws
Psychological/tesesswert IV
Resistartce and Transference
Psychoptehology H

1

-'F^ychdogcsl
Aoaoaamort

WEST LOS ANGELES

807-28

K. Cross, PhO
L Sirtger. PhD
D. Coopsr-Byrum. PhD
S. McGutfc. PhD
LHdhy-aibaak,RO
OC
L Singer. PhD
LWelsbender. PhO
K. Cross. PhO
A Rmyy-Ssertwg, PhO
W. Rickies. MO
OC
J. Bal.PW
LHoley-Safaczak.PhO OC
RWoK,PhD
OC
M.»toven.PhO
M.Gerson,PhO
K. Cross. PhD
R Aguado. PhD
R iAtolf. PhD
OC

Speedy Research

-FEm1yL^&
^dalicn

Weekend Professional Seminars
Open to Professionals In the Community
For Continuing Education

d.BaXPM)

T. Mots. PIO
A. Taylor. PhO
J. Kkitar. PhD
J. Packer. PK>
R Hunter, PhO
&Wlmer,PhD
J.KInter,PhD
£Qlaser,PhO
J. Uvir^ston, PhO
OC
J. Mayhal, PhO
OC
M. Picker, MD
H Shster.Vtt
CAL-AAMFT
J. Mayhal. PhO
OC

Film Production, talentmanagement&internships available. Clall
Oe^ve Artists Mgmt. at
(800)401-0545.

g

aC8nDrd,MD
J.Katol.PhO
T. Oleion. PIC
R Benltoz, DGW/G. aoc^ MO
T. Oloson, PhD

Cinicif Hypnosis
Human SexuaSy
Chid SAdoleecant Psychotharapy
Group ProcessS Technique
LeaminQ SCognUon
OrgsrtlzaBcttal ftychology
PsychopMhology & Famly Dynamics
Cttnlcsl kitorvlevring Techniques
Drug Use SAtMJse
Theories of MFT
Precticuffl HI (PsycK & MFT)
Newer Trendsbi Managed Healh Carefor MF%
PtacUcum MV (Psych. & MFT)

APARTMENT FOR RENT
$199.(X) move-in Specialst
month rent FREE O.A.C. (Ibdr)
call Olivia 883-2526

-ftychosnelysis

- BeheMcrd hteddne

Classes held in West Los Angeles and Orange fOC)

200-900pm
NATcteftittic Otoonim: Dtpf—lan
200-500pm
PrepoMt ITm—th II
2O(V&00pm
Guided Imagefy
SOO-BOOpm
PcychoanaVtie PBychoewapy
5:00-800pni
Physiological Psychology
500-800pm
ConfdntFsmly Therapy
500-800pm
Pioposal neierach I
SOO-BOOpm
Organlzalional Psychology
5:00-&00pm
Psychological Assessmentl
5:30-7O0pm
Giotp ProcessSTschnlqua
800-11:00pm BrW Models o( Fern ly Therapy
800-1100pm Psychopalholegy I
8O0-11X)0pffl Techniques of Pley Therapy
800-11.-00pni Suicides Crisis Intervention
800-1100pm Psychologieel Assesi mert IV
Psychological Assessmert IH
Pracdcum II (Psych. S MFT)
Proposal Research Hlf
Proposal nssasrch III
ssertMenais Training
Appted liKhnlques of MFT
PsychopMhology S Famly Oynamics
Development of the Person
Group Piocese S Tschnlque
Laerning SCogntion
pTKticum M V (Psych. SMFT)
CInical CoseConference
Perspectives In ftychoenalysis
Pra;:ticuffl HV(^h. SMFT)

FUNDRAISING - FAST
FUNDRAISER - Raise $500 in 5
days • Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
Motivated Individuals. Fast,easy
-NO fmancialobligation.
(800) 862-1982 ext. 33

Call todayl 1-800-356-9001

Orange County Facility
1122 E Uncoin Ave. B-200
Orange, CA 92865

CGI has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, California Education Code 94310B.
C G I g r a d u a t e s m e e t t h e e d u c a t i o n a l r e q u i r e m e n t s f o r P s y c h o l o g y a n d M F C C l i c e n s u r e In C a l i f o r n i a .
CGI Is nonprofit and nondiscriminatory.
In addition t o t h e d e g r e e p r o g r a m s , CGI o f f e r s t h e following Certificate Programs; .Bcfeedbeck

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS
Over $6 Billion in public and
jaivate sector grants & scholar
ships is now available. All stu
dents are eligible. Let us help.
FOT more info, call: 1-800-2636495 ext. F59851

Reports: $6.00 per page
Over 70,000 topics & papers.
Materials for research
assistance use ontyt
6546 Hollywood Blvd.
2i)d noor, RM. 209
Los Angeles, CA SKX)28
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. --6 p.m.
Saturdays, i 1 a.m. • 4 p.m.
Custom Research available
Visa/MC/AmerEx

MA and PsyD Programs in Psychology
and Marital & Family Therapy

10/12-13
10/12:28

Sua 9«0-3«5im
Sat IGO-SXOpm

11/18

10/18-19

Frl4«04:00pm
Sat9X04«6pm

Existential Anxiety and the Contemp
Ane/ysis of Defense: An Integrative
PsychoanalyOc Therapy

P.Wtolsen.PhD

10/18-19

Frie«0-11D0pffl
Sat9CG4«0pm

Ontology of Erodeism In^ baispaee:
RslationgNps Ontee

L anger, PhO

10/2848

Fft5:00-10D0pm
Sat 9:004:00^
Sat 1t:00-800pm
Sua 10«)-5t
-SXtOpm

10/2847
11/24
11/9-10
11/^10
11/18-17
11/18-17
11A3-a4

Sat9£04«)pm
Sua 9fi0-2:l
-200^
Sat9t)04:00pm
Sua 9£0-2:06(m
8at9i)04«lpm
Sua 9004:00^

Psychological Impact of Sleep Oleorderi C. Manr^ PhO
LHedgea,PhO

Seven Deadly Feats:An Obleet
Rel^orts Perspective of Chronic
UfKonscicus Corfstricticns
ProfessiorwISklls in PrivateRactice

0. Crausmart, PhD

UttdarstarxSng the OSM-IV

J.Kanter;FhO

Psy ohotherapeutio and Medlcallort
Treatment of Schizophrenia

RMcGurKPhO

8at9DO4«0pm
Sua 900-2:00^
Sat9:O(M«0pm
SuaaxXMrOOpm

Peychology of Men

J. Mayhal, PK)

CBntcalinterventtorw wHhthe
Latino Communis

P. Convarsano. PeyO

Sat9:084«}pm
Sua 9D0-2:0^

The Impact of EarN l^othar-lnfant
Relatione on Vte Family System

JALBartKPhD

ORANGE
9/21-22
9/21-22
9/28-29
9/28-29
14V54
10/26-27
ll/M
11A-10
11/18-17
11/16-17
11/2344

Sat9004:00pm
205(m
Sua 900-2
io/19-ao Sat900400pm
11/14-17 Sua 90O-20O|^
10/12-1 Sat9004 0Cpm
10/24-27 Sua 900406^
Sat900-600pm
10/5-4
10/12-13 Sua 9XX>'205im
Sat60O-60Opm
400pm
Sua 900-2:1
Sat 900400pm
Sua 90O-2.-o6pm
Sat 900400pm
Sua 90O-206pm
Sot 900400pm
Sua 90O4:ODpffl
8at90Oe0Opm
Sua 900-200^
8aL20O-7:OCm
Sua 900600^
Sat900-60Opffl
Sua 80O-206(m

RoJectlveldentVicailonand
Countertrartsference In tee Treatment
of Primitive Mentel States

A. Panaiion, PhD

Conjoint Famly Therapy

J. BMtPhO

Child & Adoleecent Psychoteerapy

J. Nnter, PhO

Theories of Personally

8. Betger, PhD

ApproeeheeofExistential
Humanistie Therapy

ICKartal, PhO

Peychology of Women

DPlottPhO

TheChaflettgeofMalpraclicelaeuee

C.Kelan,JO

Therapeutic Techniqueewlth
Children Aged 4-10
ChU Abuse /teeessment & Repotting

K.Croee,PhO

Mediation Sklls and Basicein
Family Law
O^ectRelatiore Theory:
An Overview

S.Fonnan, PhD

K. Kenel, PhD

O.PtettPhO

An Excellent Education For Those Who Quail
S3
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Craig Dean: Coyote Soccer's Dean of Defense
By RIc Rivas

Sports Editor
The CSUSB Men's soccer team
is once again in tough California
Collegiate Athletic Association
ccHnpetition. Coach CarlosJuarez
has counted on Craig Dean to an
chor the defense.
Dean has been a steadying force
of theCoyotes at the sweeper posi
tion. The 'Sweeper' is a specialty
position created by Gennansoccer
legend Franz Beckenbauer.
Beckenbauer would play behind
all of his teammates except the
goalie, often marking the oppo
nents best scorer and getting the
ball bade to the f(vwards. Of course
Dean has brought his own style to
the position.
"It is a tough position to play,"
Dean said, "but is not a headline
position.- The headlines are re
served for the people who score.

Craig Dean
The defense has to play hard and
make things happen so that people
can score."
While Dean has not made the

headlines, his play has not
gone unnoticed.
"Craig is very important
to this team," Coach Juarez
said." He is a very mature
player and knows where
people need to be out there.
His leadership is very im
portant to this team."
Sometimesthe 'Sweeper'
is called the field coach,
since the player can see the
entire field. In soccer, when
the play begins, theoffense
is usually beyond midfield.
This means the defensemen
mainly start the play and
must provide the key pass
to set up a shot on goal.
"When youare the sweeper
you have to think about the of
fense," Dean said. "I originally
played the halfback position, so J
am offensive minded except now

I'mjustbehindeveryoneelse. But
if the players get in the right posi
tions and we get the ball back, we
can start a fast break and get a
quidkshot. The offense starts with
defense."
Dean is a graduate of San Jacinto
HighSchool. He is also a fifth year
senior at Cal State, but will be back
on the team nextseason. Although
Dean wants to finish this season
strong, he is Icxddng forward to

next season.
"We have a lot of players who
are still learning thecollege game,"
Dean said. "They are learning about
IH^paraticHi and playing and going
to class. They are also learning
aboutourleague.theCCAA. There
are a lot of tough teams in this
league and you have to be strong in
evCTy game, this season everybody
learned that and learned it well."

«suBUjnv^
1050 W. Kendall Ave.
Suite B
San Bernardino

UNIVERSITY

(909) 886-3343

Stringer Closes Out Soccer Career
By RIc Rivas

Sports Editor
When athletes finish their ca
reer, they usually have one of two
jfeelings. They either feel a sense
of satisfaction or a sense of loss,
[por senior Coyote goalkeeper Sa
rah Stringer, it is total satisfaction.
! "It has been a nice run here,"
Stringer said. "It has been tough
here playing both halfbadc and
goalie, but that is part of the chal
lenge of playing soccer."
The versatile Stringer has been
one of the leaders of a young team.
She even stepped into a position
that no one wanted to play, goalie.
"My natural position is center
halfback," Stringer said. " But I
bave experience in goal. I played
some goalie in the off-season and
when train camp opened ... I
realized that we^d no goalie. So,
I decided to step in."
Stringer only bad two weeks
before the Coyotes first game to
train. She wc^ed out with local
soccer guru Ziggi Zigante to pre
pare and ^plied hex field experitce to goaUceeping.
jenc
'It really wasn't that hard ad
justing to goal," Stringer said. "I
thought my field play would help
'me in goal. But I still had to learn
bow to do a lot of things, like
diving."

li.

Sarah Stringer
Stringer isa graduate of Fontana
High School and was a star in her
soccer team. She helped the
Steelers to their first playoff ap
pearance tier senior year and was
CHI the All Citrus Belt League team
several times. Stringer also was
named All-CIF second team.
Stringer is not done with soccer
after this season. In fact her soccer
career will proliably be busier than
ever, she will be entering her first
season of the varsity coach of the
Yucapia High Schocd girls soccer
team.
"I'm really looking forward to
my first year of coaching varsity

soccCT," Stringer said. "I
was the junior varsity
coach there last year, so
theplayersknowme. We
will be a good team and
have a good season."
With all of her coach
ing and playing Stringer
has still fouiKl time to be
a good student, carrying
a 3.0 GPA. She is a Busi
ness major.
"It is tough being a stu
dent aiMJ an athlete, but
that is the reason you go
to college, to learn."
Stringersaid. 'Toplayl
had to work hard at my
studies and put in all of
the class work, it was a
sacrifice."
All of the work Strings has put
in has paid off. She, along with
fellow seniors Juile Garcia and
Rozanne Dominguez, w^ honored with a ceronony during halftime of the Coyotes final home
game on Octobc^ 26th.
"It was nice," Stringer said. "It
reminded me of all the fun and
wtHk we put in during the four
years. I could never have dreamed
that I would be playing college
soccer and coaching it too. I'm
just glad that I had the chance.

FREE

8uy 1 Sub * 32 oz. Drink and
Qet a Second Sub of Equal
or Leaaer Value TREC

FREE

Buy Any 2 Suba At Regular
Price and Qet the Third Sub
of Equal or Lesser Value TREE

snnnnia
Cnclude* Party 5ut
One coupon per customer
Mot valid witii any other offer
Offera valid at .
locations only
Double meat extra

Excludes Party Sub
One coupon per customer
Not valid with any other offer
Oflers valid at. A V, 0 V&1 C
),vw.»y
Double meat extra

$1.99

$1.00 OFF

Qet Any Regular Six Inch Sub
for *1.99 When tQu
Purchase a 3^ oz. Drink

SEHiD
OrM coupon, per customer
Not valid with any otner eOcr
Oflers valid at .
-MXC ' only
Double meat e^tr*

Any rootlong Sandwich
Buy Any Pootiong Sandwich at
Reg. Price and Receive $1.00 Off.

<MI!r!llfri'Al
Cxcludcrj '.cgetarlan Sub
One coupon per customer
Net valW with any other offer
Oflers valid at
^^ only
Double meal extt«

Attention Future
Science Teachers:

Receive up to $2,000 per year!
If you are interested in teaching science as a career, the F.A.S.T.
Project's services and dollars might be for you. We are currently
recruiting science majors who want to become science teachers
and role models for African American and
Hispanic/Latino youth.

Participants must become Cal State L.A. students. Does up to
$2,000 per year for studying Natural Science and Education
sound good?! Call (213) 343-4357 (leave a message)
between 2:00pm and 6:00pm, Monday thru Thursday
for more details.

Deadline Nov. 21, 1996.
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Dyog!

VIDEO

Sandwiches & Frozen Yogurt

4594 University Parkway
(Next to Hughes Market)

[TER

-t-i-:

«ifTVi-c

r-S
;«i» ^

NOVEMBER 11, 1996
AT THE UNIVER/AL AMPHITHEATER
OET AN ENTRY FORM WITH EVERY
REGULAR TANDWiCH
OR
VIDEO RENTAL
Details In either store.

alternati ve
1atln house
deep house
old school
hip hop
"Fun k
adul ts 18-e9C9.e82.3322

Thanksgiving is just
around the comer.
Call The Chronicle
now to advertise in
our Thanksgiving
edition.
{9G9) 880-5000

ext.
3940

